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CRIPPLED TARS LASH DECKS FOR HURRICANES
Violinist,
78NewStudents Walter Trampler,
Will Present Recital, October 24 Academic Honor Ground Instruction
Accept Bids to
List Announced Courses Offered
Rollins Students
Social Groups
At Convocation
"Kappa Alpha and Pi Phi
Receive Most Pledges; Al< pha Phi is Third

Chi O m e g a s W i n C u p T h i r d
Time; Ten Elected to F r e s h
m a n P h i Society

Classes Given For Those
Unable To Take Regular
Aeronautics Training

The Orlando Vocational School,
which has in operation Day trade
classes for aviation
Mechanic
Training* with over $50,000 worth
of airplanes, engines, and ground
school equipment, has opened a
The opening convocation of the special Ground School course. This
is offered to Rollins stucollege year last Thursday saw the
mstallation of Elwood Nance as dents, who for lack of parents'
Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel, permission or physical qualificaAlso mcluded in the ceremony were titons cannot take the regular civa speech by President Holt, the il Aeronautics Authority courses.
takmg of tbe student matriculation The fee for this course is fifteen
dollars. The course will be of 72
oath by freshmen and other
btudents, the reading of the 1938- hours in duration and will cover
actly the same material offered
39 academic honors list and the
the ground training by the Civil
award of scholastic prizes, by Dean
Pilot Training Program,
Anderson, and the swearing-ii
new faculty members.
President Holt spoke on
Upon completion of this course C o l u m b i a W o r k s h o p ' s G r o u p
League of Nations, its collapse, and the student will be able to pass tbe
Of
Adaptations
Includes
the place it could and should have written examination for any grade
"Trip to Czardis"
taken in preventing the present of pilot certificate including the
European conflagration if tht commercial. Most important of all,
The Rollins College English facgreat nations of the world, includ the same instructors will be used
ing the United States, had done by both tbe Orlando Vocational ulty gained further national prestige
this fall when "A Trip to
their duty and supported it.
School and the Federal Civil AeroCzardis," prize winning short story
The Panhellenic and Interfrater- nautics Authority.
written by Edwin Granberry, assonity Scholarship Trophies, which
course starts October 15
ciate professor of English at Rolare awarded annually to the so
and continues for eighteen weeks.
lins, was selected as one of the best
ity and fraternity maintaining the There are two classes a week. They
radio adaptations by the Columbia
highest group averages through
nducted in the evening and
Workshop. The play appears in a
out the year were awarded this last for two hours. Text books will
new publication containing fouryear to Chi Omega and the nev be necessary but will be acquired a t
teen of the best radio plays profraternity Sigma Phi Omega. The
inimum cost.
duced by the Columbia Workshop
scholastic ranking of all groups
The course covers the history of since 1936.
for 1938-39 were:
Aviation. This subject is completeEdited by Douglas Coulter, asChi Omega
ly covered in two hours of instrucsistant director of broadcasts of
Sigma Phi Omega
tion. The course on Civil Air Reguthe Columbia Broadcasting System,
Phi Mu
lations consists of six two-hour
and director of the New York UniAlpha Phi
classes. Navigation is covered in
versity Radio Workshop, the collecGamma Phi Beta
fifteen hours of class work. When
tion of radio adaptations has been
Independent Women
the course on Meteorology has been
published "to acquaint prospective
Kappa Kappa Gamma
ompleted, the primary part of the
radio writers with ' some of the
Kappa Alpha Theta
ourse ends. Then all that remains
problems of radio writing and to
Pi Beta Phi
3 a total of 28 hours of training in
add to the general public's store of
Kappa Alpha
aircraft and theory of flight, engood material",
Independent Men
gines, parachutes, and instruments.
Mr. Cranberry's short story was
Phi Delta Theta
Any student interested in this
Lamba Chi Alpha
must make out their appli- first published in the April, 1932,
e of "Forum" and was later
Sigma Nu
cations as soon as possible for the
X Club
are small because of the awarded the O. Henry Memorial
Prize for 1932 as the best short
limited
class
room
facilities.
The honor roll for the year 1938story to appear in American magaThe Civil Aeronautics Authori39 included Bob Belden, Fay Biges that year. The radio dramalow, Mary Carey, Margery Chin- ty has limited the number of Rol- tization was submitted by James
Students taking the Civil Pildahl, Dot Ciccarelli, Walter Dandand Elizabeth Hart and produced
liker, Alace Elliott, Nodine Farr, ots Training course to twenty. The for the first time by the Columbia
Irving Felder, Boyd France, Dot College is trying to increase this Workshop on April 15, 1939. Since
Hugli, Warren Hume, Dick Kelly, quota. On Saturday, October 15th, that time, the Workshop has preRobert Lado, Fred Liberman, Nan- the names and qualifications of sented it twice by popular request.
cy Locke, Marolyn Mackmer, Jack forty Rollins students were submitMakemson, Mary Marchman, Vicky ted to the Civil Aeronautics AuMorgan, John Rae Jr., Margeret thority in Washington. The ones
Rogers, Florence Swift, Daphne who pass the requirements will |
Takach, Betty Tomlinson, Lois have to report to Dr. Day, flight
surgeon for the Authority in this
Weidner and Augusta Yust.
gion. If they pass his medical ex- George Holt Will Speak in
Elected to the Phi Society were
Chapel Next Sunday
Aldine Baker, Helen Darling, amination they will be qualified to
take
part in the Civil Pilot TrainGeorge Ehrlich, Boyd France, Irene
Mr. George Holt, Director of AdHoenig, Dot Hugli, Dick Kelly, ing Course.
missions, will speak at the Morning
Because of the lateness of RolDaphne Tackach, Betty TomlinMeditation next Sunday, October
lin's opening, the college believes
son and Lois Weidner.
22. Mr. Holt studied in Geneva
Joe Rembock and Eva Rinehart that the classes of the Civil Aero- and at Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar.
were elected to the honorary sci- nautics course will not start until
Dr. E. C. Nance delivered the
ence fraternity Zeta Alpha Epsilon. the week of October 23.
first sermon since his installation
as Dean of Knowles Memorial
Chapel, last Sunday. He chose as
his subject, "The Power of a Master motive." The Dean left us with
much to think over and decide
about a master tnotive in life. He
1 MED. 6" SKULL (Minus teeth) believes that a driving force is
Time out of mind (excuse it,
2 IRON POTS, 1 TRIPOD, 1 needed to bring out one's personMiss Field) the pockets of small
ality. He feels that we are perboys have been known to yield OPEN BURNER (HAITI), 1 YI
haps more interested in the man
strange and often fascinating ob- KING HEXAGRAM
himself than in his mission. As an
jects. Now we would be the last to
Now at last, after many months, example he used Jesus who gains
deny the small boy his place as a we begin to see just what's hehind our sympathy through his sense of
purveyor of weird treasures, yet a all those mysterious noises and life's mission. Dean Nance pointed
scrap of paper which dropped from lights that flash on and off in the out that anyone working in the
the pocket of one of our omnipo- Chem. lab. a t night. Could this be science field, the social service
tent science majors must have due the result of showing "The Wiz- field, or "any noble work searching
onsideration for the all-time goof- ard of Oz" to those impressionable for the truth" is driven by a major
iness claim.
young scientists ? Or do they feed ideal to a successful life. The alive
Written on a page evidently torn the science majors that tasty lit- and enthusiastic person has a master motive.
from a Spiral notebook (adv.) in a tle dish as a sort of stimulant? HiThe choir sang "Salvation Is Crestrong masculine hand, was the fol- ho, another illusion shattered. That
leaves
us
with
the
one
vague
hope
ated" by Tschesnokoff and Kalinlowing
concoction
labelled,
strangely enough, "Inventorium," that perhaps after all ,something nikof's "Agnus Dei." The students
good can come out of everything. who read during the service were
id dated 9-29-39:
SCHULTENWASSER (Human And now, excuse me. I'm off to a Donald Cram, Pollyanna Young,
snack of petrified snail's livers. Edward C. Levy, and Aldine Baker.
tears) Approx. 3 fluid drms.
BAT TONGUES (dessicated) V2 Will you join me?
Editor's Note: — We still think
Former President Herbert Hoothat the Witch's formula in "Snow ver is chairman of a special comEAR BONES (1 hammer, 1 stir- White" hit the all-time high in the mittee to select a successor to Ray
way of results. However we're will- Lyman Wilbur, retiring president
P)
THUMB NAILS (Human) 1 oz. ing to try a dash of "Inventorium". of Stanford University.
DRIED WOLF'S BLOOD 1 oz.

Dr. Holt Speaks On
European Affairs

44 Women and 34 Men
*J 0 i n Organizations
1 Sunday, October 15, marked the
formal termination of rushing. Thi
pledge results showed the Kappa
^Alphas on top of the heap with
:59leven new students in their group
tjPi Beta Phi came in a close second
^^ith nine pledges and Alpha Ph'
followed with eight.
The Kappa Alpha fraternity an.lounces the pledging of the fol,.owing students: Douglas Bills,
jeneva, Fla.; Phil Blitz, Chicago,
111.; Robert Blackwood, Scranton,
Pa.; Milton Chancey, Ft. Lauderlalc, Fla.; Paul Haley, Boston,
Mass.; Vernon Langston, Orlando,
^ l a . ; Alden Manchester, Chevy
Dhase, Md.; John Powell, S. Jackjonville, Fla.; William Terhune,
Slew Canaan, Conn.; and Edwin
tVaite, Durham, N. C.
Lambda Chi Alpha pledged
F'rank Bowes, Chicago, 111.; Dick
Hawks, Rochester, N. Y.; Robert
Matthews, Sikeston, Mo.; Roderck MacArthur, Winter Park; Wiliam Royall, Greenwich, Conn.; and
Sdward Weinberg, Orlando, Fla.
Phi Delta Theta announces the
Jollowing pledges: John Fleeger,
All students desiring to atTulsa, Okla.; William House, W.
tend the JMiami Football Game
Hartford,
Conn.;
E. Hadley; F i r s t C o n c e r t t o B e Held must make application to the
Thomas Knight, Orlando; Sammy
O c t o b e r 24 in T h e a t r e
Student Dean's Office not later
flardman, Jacksonville; and James
than Wednesday, October 18.
Hoover, North Canton, 0 .
The first recital of the season, There will be no blanket
Sigma Nu received Harry Niches from classes. Young
Dlos, Atlanta, Ga.; James Dean, sponsored by Rollins College Con
wishing to make the trip must
Drlando; James Lease, Chicago, servatory, will take place October have written permission from
[11.; Harrison Barnes, St. Louis, 24th, when Walter Trampler, well parents. Information concerning
Mo.
known violinist, will make his ini- tickets at reduced rates may be
The X Club pledged the follow- tial appearance here in concert.
obtained from the Cashier's Of,ng students: Robert Whiston, Chifice. Reduced hotel rates may be
Mr. Trampler is an artist who secured from the Office of the
sago, 111.; William Chick; Bill Jusnee, Asheville, N. C ; Alton Nixon has had varied experience as teach- Student Deans.
Miami, Fla.; and George Estes, er and performer. He was born in
Brunswick, Me.
Munich and a t the age of 19 held
Sigma Phi Omega pledged Clark the position of first chairman in
Kemp, Little Silver, N. J., and
the Oberlin Opera Orchestra. He is
iVarren Titus, Sebring, Fla.
Pi Beta Phi: Marilee Twist, a brilliant exponent of Theodore
Twist, Ark.; Gertrude Musselwhite, Killion, professor at Staaliche AkaiVinter Park; Patsy Ruth Clark, demie der Tonkunst in Munich, and Recently Remodeled Plant Is
open to All Students
)rlando; Jane Dorman, Orlando; until this year, he has been a memfane McGrath, Menosha, Wis.; Alber of the Strub Quartette in BerThe Orlando Utilities Commisee Newcomer, Fern Park; Hester
lin.
Mr.
Trampler
has
appeared
in
sion will celebrate "Rollins Day"
Sturgis, Augusta, Me.; Lolly Philips, Stamford, Conn.; and Betty concerts in all of the principal Eu- tomorrow, Thursday, October 19.
The Utilities Commission has just
Estes, Haines City.
ropean cities.
recently remodeled its plant and
Alpha Phi: Stella Gregg, MinneMr. Trampler came to the Unit- built a new addition. In order to
ipolis, Minn.; Virginia Cash, Cleveand, O.; Ruth Schoenaman, San- ed States in September, accompan- celebrate this enlargement and to
lusky, O.; Jean Heidrick, Winter ied by his wife and little daughter, acquaint the students and facplty
Park; Ella Parshall, Orlando; Vir- who on this concert tour have re- of Rollins college with the operating methods of the plant, the Comginia Sinclair, Orlando; and Carvel mained in New York.
mission has decided to invite the
Jong, Atlanta, Ga.
Mr. Trampler, accompanied by
Kappa Kappa Gamma: Shirley John Carter of the Conservatory members of the Rollins Family to
a
tour of the plant tomorrow.
(Continued on page 4)
faculty, will present a diverse and
Any student or faculty member
interesting program, which will inmay
tour the power-plant any time
clude:
Thursday between 8:30 a. m. and
Sonata in D major—^Handel
11 p. m., either singly or in groups.
Concerto in A major—Mozart
Entire classes may go with their
Sonata in A minor (unaccom- instructors to see the operation of
Drive For Recreation Center panied)—Bach
the plant.
Funds Win Be Started
Suite in A minor (3 movements)
A week from this Saturday on —Reger
Mr Trampler's concert will add
.October 28, the Student Union will
\oId its rally at the Annie Russell to the many events of splendid muTheatre. This rally will start a sical achievements which the pubiirivc for funds to add to the ten lic has learned to expect from Rol- Songs By Daugherty and Trio
jihousand dollars already collected lins College.
Provide Entertainment
All tickets are reserved seats
jior the Student Union Building. The
•(uilding, to be constructed on the and can be purchased at the box
T. Holt entertained last Saturnhore of Lake Virginia behind the office of the Annie Russell Theatre day evening at an event that has
jirls' dormitories, will be used as on Saturday, Monday, and Tuesday become an annual affair at RolI gathering place and recreational afternoons from 4 to 6. The price
The college staff, trustees,
of admission for the performance
:enter for the whole college.
and faculty were invited to a reis Sl.OO, $.75, $.5D and a special
The publications on the campus rate for students and faculty of ception held at Prexy's in honor of
the incoming faculty members. The
lave been adding their bit each $.35.
new members who were present
rear to the amount donated by the
2 Dr. Nance, Dr. Mallory, Dr.
(tudents. Matt Ely, chairman of
Mathers, Mr. Charmbury, Miss
;he committee, will make announceRitch, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Steel, Mr.
nents later concerning plans for
Moos, Mr. Carter, Mr. Dexter, and
;he drive. All students are expect- |
All old students whose par- Mr. Burns.
;d to be at the rally Saturday to
lear about the building and its in- ents wish to subscribe to the
The entertainment consisted of a
loor and outdoor dance floors, soda Sandspur should give their group of songs by Mr. Bruce
ountain, and large, well-equipped names to either John Giantonio, Daugherty, accompanied by Mrs.
rame room. It will be a welcome Business Manager, or Rita Cos- Daugherty; songs by a trio comManager,
ind needed addition to the campus, tello, Circulation
posed of Miss Moore, Miss Cox, and
within the next week. A year's Mr. Kvam. A surprise was found
ind one which desei-ves all the supsubscription is $3.00
in Dr. Holt's song, "Snowflakes."
lort it can get.

Walter Trampler to
Appear in Recital

Orlando Utilities
Celebrate Rollins Day

Student Union Rally
To Be Held Next Week

President Entertains
All Faculty Members

J

Football Team
Is Heading For
Hurricane Game

Cranberry's Radio
Play Rated One
Of Fourteen Best

Dr. Nance Delivers
First Sermon as Dean

Medieval Alchemist Discovered Concocting
Strange Brews in Recesses of Chem. Lab.

:.|

Tars' Backfield Is Riddled By
Injuries; Four Backs Are
Definitely Off List

Rollins Will Give
Miami Strong Battle
By CECIL BUTT
"We will play as well as we can
under the circumstances — what
more can one s a y ? " Thus Coach
Jack McDowall makes light of the
fact that his Tars meet the University of Miami Friday night with a
total backfield of six, or a t the
most seven, men^ "Jones will not
play," is another punch below the
belt that the Tars must take before
the opening whistle.
With fleet Bob Davis on the
doubtful list and Bethea, Hardman,
Lawton, and Jones on the hopeless
list, the Rollins offensive must
fall on Middlebrook, Justice, Johnson, Grundler, Mitchell, and Brankert. Just six, count them. Obviously this means that if one or
two of the backs are hurt, Rollins*
chances will rest on the well-versed
toe of Captain Buck Johnson. Davis
has also shown stellar punting ability, but a wrenched shoulder may
bold him on the bench.
Saturday the team journeyed en
asse to Tampa to see the MiamiTampa game.
Jack McDowall,
however, will not fashion bis game
upon what he saw there. The Hurricanes might use an entirely different attack against the Tars from
what they used against Tampa.
Therefore McDowall says, "We suit
game to the circumstances a t
all times. The quarterback will
the team from the field without any hard and fast plan to follow."
Perhaps that is one reason why
the McDowall-coached team is perpetually surprising to opponents
d fans alike. It is always ready
with the attack or counter attack
that should most confuse the foe.
And often does.
Considering the punishment it
took against Stetson, the line is in
astoundingly good shape. A few
charley-horses hang on, but they
should be ironed out by Friday
night. If Rollins should be forced
to turn the game into a punting
duel, the_presence in the line-up of
Lingerfelt and Daugherty should
cheer the coach. Good ends are at
premium in a game like that.
The starting line, Clanton, Swann,
Bouton, Ogilvie, and Phillips, assert that they are ready to smear a
little tar into the Hurricane wind
bag. His appetite whetted by Stetpllayers, Shorty Phil'lips is
ready to bust a few Hurricanes
loose from their weather-vanes.
(Continued on page 3)

Kelly and Hugli Win
Scholastic Honors
Respective High Schools Receive Inscribed Books
Dick Kelly, graduate of Phillipsburg High School, Phillipsburg, N.
J. and Dot Hugli, graduate of JackMilton High School, Jackson,
3, received the honor of having the highest scholastic standing in the 1938-39 freshman class.
In accordance with an old custom
Rollins will award the high school,
from which the winners came, a
valuable inscribed book for their
library. A list of one hundred top
ranking books will be sent to their
respective schools and each one will
pick out the best and most needed
book for their collection.
Both students were really active
during their first year at Rollins.
Dick was president of the FVeshman Class, president of the Cat
and Fox, editor of the National Affairs Department of the Flamingo,
a member of the Phi society and in
most intramural sports. Dot was
a reporter for the Sandspur, on the
Independent Intramural board and
a contestant in varsity volleyball.
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"One ship drives east and tke other drives west
With the selfsame winds that blow
'Tis the set of the satis, and not the gales,
Which tells us the way they go."
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What with pledge;
as sweep stakes tickets, the
cients were truly the only ones who
had any word for it at all, a t all. . .
and this past series of days could
justly be a stinky pinky called
Greek Week . . .

A BOUQUET AND A PLEA TO us how to send our voices and words
THE DREAMERS
from Los Angeles to London :
split second, thru the ether al
By DEAN E. C. NANCE
The dreamer has often been the the waves of the sea or over ca
subject of ridicule and sarcasm. He on the ocean's bed. Floating pa].
has been looked upon with pity and aces carry us over the seven
scorn as a "queer creature." Oft- to strange and distant lands. Poj
entimes he has been denounced and these and thousands of other
deserted by members of his own tributions to humanity we thank
family, as was Joseph in sacred God for the dreamers.
, whose brothers "hated him
And now, since we have praised
for his dreams". But regardless the dreamers of the past, we
of aversion to these so-called odd ture a request to the dreamers of
people, some of them have left us the present and of the future.
a rich heritage — and all achieveYou may not like the compliment
ment began in the creative imaginbut you belong to the human race.
ation of a dreamer.
Set your dream clocks by that fact
The dreamers frequently shock and remember that we need more
us by their non-conformity to re- than bread and gadgets. Some of
vered customs and ideals, and they you have prostituted your divii
sometimes allow their enthusiasm gifts! Shame be upon you, and
for progress to run into a dead-end mercy upon the victims of your
street of iconoclasm. They have misused inventive genius. Some of
often created pandemonium in our your inventions threaten the desmug little world, and upset some struction of the human race. Your
of our favorite idols. But when- insti-uments of murder, your guns
ever one dreamer has destroyed an and bombs and your poison gases
idea another has given u s a more and many of your techniques for
constructive idea to take its place. inflaming andenslaving the minds
The dreamers—right or wrong—do of people, are not worthy of the
us a service when they cause us to God-like spirit which is supposed
analyze ourselves and our convic- to dwell in the souls of all true
tions.
dreamers.

Rollins has done things on a
strictly adjectival scale since last
Wednesday, and valiant is the word
Entered as second class matter, Xovember 24, 1925, at the post offi e at Winter Park, for the Carnegie Hall steps which
Florida, unci er the act of March 3, 1879.
held up again under the pre-pledge
plough last Sunday aft . . .ravishEDITORIAL STAFF
ing is the Triple Threat in the
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor form of Ella
Parshall, Virginia
JEFFERSON KENNEDY^ J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors Sinclair, and Doris Lewis . . . who
VICTORIA MORGAN
Society Editor have added their many graces to
D E J A Y SHRINER
Headlines
the Alpha Phi House . . .agog were
^e watched Marv Ann WilBUSINESS STAFF
J O H N GIANTONIO
,
Business
Manager son take in a t least three hundred
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner rush dates, not to mention a few
RITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Editor tiff classes, and then appear or
the Kappa Kappa Gamma doorstep as fresh as one of her
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many daisies on pledge aft. . . youthful
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name is Blair Johnson's middle^
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, . . . Her closed motto is angora
wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will be and Chi O Silver
Wry is the expression on John
jound ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities oj
Gross's face whenever he glimps
es T a r Dust thrower . . . he de
mands a public
get into Cloverleaf after light's
The Editor has given the editorial column to two guest writers
we accused him unjustly of doing out!
Dreamers have dared to drive
Dear Dreamers of the world, give
this week. The ideas expressed in these guest columns may not
something that was Dejay Shrintheir unshackled imaginations into us visions and ideals that will save
Authentic looking was the jumpcoincide completely with those of the Editor, but he wants the
er's work! . . . sorry, Johnny . . .
places where angels feared to tread, mankind from self-destruction;
er of aqua that Barbara Northern
students to know that contributions are always welcomed. Their
Congrats, Dejay!
but out of their divine curiosity dreams that will emancipate our
Pi Phi gal, was sporting last week
opinions can find expression through these columns.
Sprightly is the new tune "Goodhave come the blue prints (nebu- minds from racial, religious and s
. . . looked like out of Switzerland
morning, Good-morning" . . , and by Real Peasants.
lous at first, perhaps) and pro- cial creeds which establish false
still heart-rending is T. Dorsey's
grams for the progress of civiliza- barriers to brotherhood and univerWisp-ful looked Prof Rae in his
recording of "Blue Orchids" and
,
I'm
so
out
of
breath
tion. The pivots of our progress sal good will. Inspire us to form a
black gown and mortar board last
Artie Shaw's jammin' of "Moonywhere I've dashed today are rooted in their dreams. Some league of hearts that will enable
Formal fraternity rushing is over, and many of the fresh- light Serenade" . . . all a t the week in Convocation . . . we won- all the folks, who are on the know of us have called them nicknames
to march on from conclusions
der if you've heard the story about
men have received bids from the houses they desired. About
shoppe. . .
of Fashion Picture, have simply and consigned them into oblivion, about the solutions of the needs of
Prof
walking
off
the
end
of
his
half of the incoming members of the Rollins family are stayVolitale are the affections of
shrieked, "You must be a lady this and then later have stolen their
y. 0 Dreamers, t r y to
ing independent, for the present at least. At this time every Patsy Clark . . . Marge Chindahl front steps into space? . . . He season." And to me of all people thunder, appropriated their invencatch up with the dreams of Jesus
said it felt like a 454 foot drop!
year, there are some disappointed new students who did not
. . . imagine me. Nifty, a lady! tions, or infringed their copyrights. Christ and the prophets of other
Deedee Hoenig . . . Jeanne
Nubby and chubby was the white But then, I was right encouraged
join the house in which they were interested. If the method
inick . . . and Babe Rae . . .
The dreamers have accelerated great faiths, in the realm of human
us this week j sweater sitting in front of us a t when they went" on to say how it the advance of civilization. They
of rushing is considered, the reason is perfectly obvious. In they all went back
relations. Having made this urtwo intensive weeks of parties and high-powered rushing, the
bunch of sweetheart roses the "Real Glory" last Sunday
could be done.
taught us how to wed fire and wa- gent request on behalf of humanity,
true worth of many people is overlooked. Selections of rush- goes to Aldine Baker and Corky m. . . . who was inside it? When
First of all, you must have a lit- ter to produce steam; they gave it is likely that many of this generees for the next day is made late at night by the weary ac- McCorkle, and Toy Skinner and the she got up to go we noticed that tle waist . . . "they" called it wings to man that he might buzz
ation will not follow you, but do
tives, and some mistakes are bound to occur.
Shriner boy for being so graciously she walked like a Theta.
that diminutive waistline. Right through space a t four hundred your best for the generations yet
However, initial mistakes are remedied later on in the year. consistent.
Excellent was the recital given there I thought this season's sil- miles per hour, astounding the unborn, and history will enshrine
Vibratory were the Phi Mus last at the Annie Russell theatre last houette would be a cinch for me. I birds of heaven. They have taught your names among the great.
At Rollins there is a place for everyone. Successful life on
campus depends on the individual. After the first rush peri- week during a rush party
night by the noted violinist, Walter could go right on . . . my little naod is over there are enough people who did not join a house when a Mrs. Callins, spiritualist Hans Trampler . . . his masterful tural self, and shine in the style
to make the finest fraternity on campus. At a large univer- from Orlando-way, told about the touch was created just the atmos- picture. But that wasn't all . . .
sity, there is a necessity to join a house to be recognized at past, present, and even give us a phere we needed after a (lay of you have to have hips . . . and me
all. This is not the case at Rollins. Some people take longer little glimpse of Xmas hols! N
tough classes mixed in withwith a sculptured like a pencil. Some peoto make the adjustment to a new environment than others, ine Farr was quite anxious about science paper due . . .
ple might say it doesn't sound
This does not mean that the final achievement is any less; the coming Miami event, for more
We understand from Tally-ite, quite nice, but a girl . . . that is,
reasons than one! . . . Virginia
often it is far more.
here's a certain sleek little fel- ' which to build during the half cenMary Lou Garrett, who is home re- a girl who is in the mode, must be
If you were one of those people who felt slighted with the Staples was blushing when she cuperating from her first month in frank about her figure. If all the
who has been scampering tury of living and thinking I profirst results of rushing, there is a lot of time to correct that. got through having her vibrations the foothills since last year . . . smooth New Yorkers and "Vogue" about among us lately with a glint bably have ahead of me. And I
deciphered
.
.
.
Luverne
Phillips
For the rest of the year there will be informal rushing by the
that they're still trying to raise the and "Madamoiselle" say we must in his eye akin to that of Robert think Rollins is going to give me
Greek Letter societies. Every house on campus is looking turned sissy a t the last minute and dead in the form of the co-ed ques- have a figure like a lady . . . wasp
ns' wee tim'rous beastie. In the just that. From what I have learnfor people who would be an asset to it. All extra-curricular didn't have her fortune told . . . tion a t Tally and G'ville . . . why waist, rounded hips and everything last few days we have seen signs ed in the past three weeks, the faactivities are open to independents and fraternities alike. It she's sure enough of Billy, anyway, don't they just give up and come . . . then I say it's up to us girl of a more worldly stare blooming culty is marvelously keen, and inis not necessary to have a Greek letter after your name at so why bother?
to Rollins? Seems to us they've who want to have oomph to up and as our young pet reached that awe terested in our achievements. And
Rollins to be successful. Rollins is small enough for everyone
Star struck were about 80 or 90 been trying to put that over ever do something about it!
inspiring moment when, free o: the upperclassmen too, I find quite
to know you for your own worth regardless of your affilia- peeple last week after a few nights since the capitol was built.
One way I figured to make my tail and "blue bonnet with the yel wise, and ready to lend an assisting
tion.
of looking sky-ward . . . it might
low button on it", he emerged ai hand. (Even if for the purpose of
The Tars are going to have pret- hips look larger was to mak'
have been a little more romantic ty good backing this weekend a t waist look smaller. Since I had al- honest-to-goodness Rollins Fresh- ducking, which is no doubt a part
if there had been no technical su- the Miami game, but after Miam ready taken care of the girdle sitBehind him is the r a t hole, rush- of receiving a broad outlook.) I
pervision . . . are we right, stu- creamed Tampa to the tune of 32- uation, that I'll tell you about
ing and initiation. He remembers like the Rollins campus, and esdents ?
7, we don't know, we just don't sometime later, I started out to them wonderingly. He had received pecially the freshman dorms which
Ever since fraternities or sororities have existed, rushing
Debonnaire looked Ella Parshall know . . . anyway, murder, or sui- tear around and see what else was a tremendous set-back in the hands have their individual charm. The
in some of its forms, has been recognized as a definite evil, and one a. m. last week in a dress that
cide, it will be one of those hellz-a- new.
of the almighty r a t committee, and things which trouble me these days
"sore thumb." Why, it might be asked, if this need is so had gashes of color on the skirt
poppin games!
There is a fellow called Balenci- he knew humility in remarkably are the sprightly football players
apparent, why have the necessary changes not been made? . . . pugilistic was Don Riddle in
painted upon the beanery walls in
Since we have completely broken age who startled Paris this fall short order. He also became
The answer is that changes have been made. In Rollins Anderson's after Convocation . . .
a fashion to make me dash through
during the past few years, several systems of rushing have there was a certain music-swing on away from the adjective idea and with all sorts of evening dresses quainted with frustration—baffle- my meals as though I were running
that
made
you
look
as
tho'
you
had
ment about fraternities, and inte
been tried; different time limits for rushing have been set; the jook . . . could that account seemed to have digressed and
for
a touchdown, and the heatinjc
just been painted by an old Span- grated courses, registration blanks,
committees have even considered whether or not a campus for his deep purple mood? . . . trogressed into nothing at all,
system they forgot to turn off in
as small as ours could satisfactorily have and support fra- saintly looked Sue Terry in the is the time to get some of ye olde ish master. I discovered one love placement tests, and names. All Rec. Hall. But, all in all I know
ternities and sororities. But at any rate, attempst, although choir last Sunday. Sue has one of dirt in . . . first we shall congrat- in cameo pink damask. I t made you this is now an inspiring memory
that I am going to like the years
Our beastie has progressed He
they now Seem somewhat futile, have been made to solve this those nice sopranos that you would ulate Joe Rembrock on his this feel so feminine . , . like being
ahead a t Rollins."
vital problem. What then, is it possible for us to do ? Recon- like to have when you're trying to summer's marriage, but also send protected and kinda looked after. probably thinking these days of
him regrets since he won't be with (Golly, if my new date only the time when his metamorp^ht
His thoughts are serious, you see,
sider the question, and then—try again.
: the life of the party . . .
us anymore . . . since when have would!) This special dress has that will be complete: when he will be and after all, that strange stare is I
To begin with, rushing as it exists today is unfair; it is not Leafy are the definitely autumn
the Sigma Nus started rushing covered-up look they're talking dubbed a "scholar" instead of a not just a hangover from the
only unfair t o t h e rushee, but it is also unfair t o t h e rusher. bracelets in the Lohr-Lea shop, and
short
freshmen gals for their fraternity? about . . . High neck,
"student", and then, oh glory, a gies of orientation.
How, some of you may ask? Simply because of this — in also the little acorn numbers in
. Ray Hickok picked out sleeves, tight bodice with buttons senior! Somewhere back of that
the two or three weeks that is now allowed, it is an impossi- the Sea Gull . . . they give a fall
Enid Gilbert's name from the list up the back and then . . . panniers more worldly stare, thoughts may
bility to becomr corgenial enough with one person to know suit anything it hasn't got . . .
of incoming frosh, and sent her an over your hips . . . that's sort of be going on something like this.
whether or not you want to live with him for four years. So Sherry Gregg and Stella Gregg
invite to a Sigma Nu rush party!. . a gathered fulness at the sides. I t
how could it be humanly possible for the rushers to become
) have some tricky bubble
From all we gather, the various sure does things to your ego. Oh "Among the files in the Dean's
this well acquainted with from five to fifteeen boys or girls,
get-togethers
after pledging were me! just drift into the next formal office is a list of the reasons I
and how can the rushees learn to know the same number of bracelets that they swear they
in that dress . . . tsk!
themselves!
came to Rollins. They are prostrangers in the same time ? In addition both are either con. ,
, almost more memory-making than
Sarah McCaslin had an enjoyable
sciously or unconsciously attempting to make the best impresSwinish is the guy who haunts pledging itself! . . . the Ghi O's Then . . .1 practically tripped bably much the same as those on weekend a t her home in Tampa.
over
something
really
different.
It's
other applications for admittance.
sion on the other, and the result is that a barrier is erected the top diving tower a t night
found the Charm House to be what
Pat Hotchkiss was the guest <
alone
a
t
that
.
.
.
may
we
between the two parties, rather than destroyed. Most fraterthey were looking for . . . and one the honest-to-goodness authorized I believe that the business of edu- Grace Raymond this weekend i
nities and sororities say, and conscientiously, "We want you question if he's communing with na- gal in front of Pinehurst on Mon- jewelry from "Gone With the cation here is concerned with giv'ace's home a t Daytona Beach.
to see us as we really are." A noble and truly wonderful ture, or studying to be a flag-pole day a. m. . . . said "well, that's Wind". A designer in Hollywood ing a student a well-rounded outPeggy Conklin went home to see
thought, but everyone knows that the popularity and general sitter ?
where we all were after pledging, called Ricarde created it for Scar- look, both in regard to his person- the folks Saturday in Eustis.
Unworshipped, unsung, unappre- and wow!" (she didn't say where, lett O'Hara. There are all sorts of
agreeableness that accompanies rushing could not continue
pursuits and to the responsibili- iness claim.
ited,
and
decidedly
unseen
is
atched sets that would be won- ties of civic, national, and internaall year. That would be Utopia or the collegiate equivalent.
only wow!)
Did you know that Fran Jones
Some of you may say that these words are merely the Gordon O'Neill . . . we heard very
Among those who remained inde- derful with your tea dresses and tional life. I came here determined (whom we all miss this year)
thoughts of an alarmist and a pessimist who has nothing to definite reports that he was sup- pendent in spite of all done to formals. Imagine your date's sur- to receive a back-ground upon "middle-aisling" it with Monty
thoughts of an alrmist and a pessimist who has nothing to posed to be a t Rollins, and even change their minds were Con Car- prize when he takes you to see this
Scholenthauler Nov. 4, and is
if you would be wearing the
do but find fault and cry about the need of reform! reform! •ead in the SANDSPUR that he ey, Alma Vanderbilt, Charlotte
Well now, I'll be seeing you right ing to live in Winter Haven?
reform! We are neither reformists nor pessimists. We merely vas going out for frosh football Wing, and Jane Miller . . . more same jewelry as turbulent Scarlett.
A few of us who remember Tomalong . . . and say . . . don't forsee the need of a definite change, and if you will only stop . . but what does he do in hispower to 'em these lone wolves. . . Say . . . that's not a bad idea a t
get what I told you about that my Evans will be happy to know
11, huh?
and seriously consider this problem, we are sure that most pare time? No frat could keep
A small note of encouragement
he is going to be married next
waistline.
of you will be able to see this all important question in its Gordie THAT much under cover.
to Babe Rae who has been actually
week.
Quaint is the picture of Snow
proper light — not because it is just something to argue over,
getting grey hair about his radishp . S. Have any of you gals and
This is hardly society but truly
IMPORTANT NOTICE
but because it affects every one of you. And in you and your White and the rest of her crew on es and carrots this week . . . Babe guys heard about the Sadie Hawknews—Bob Weston had to wire
actions lies the solution to it. The vei*y fact that everyone the wall in Lakeside . . . Question: has turned farmer and is ploughDay celebration? If you keep
home
for money to pay for the
who
posed
for
Prince
Charming?
There will be an important
heaves a sigh of relief when rushing has come to an end shows
ing up the Rae front yard in no up with your lil' Abner like you
Risque was the one-sided phone
three phones he had to put in his
t h a t it is not at present satisfactory.
mean fashion . . . you must come hould you'll know that on Novem- meeting of both new and old
,b we happened to overhear last
room to take care of his "feminstudents
who
have
been
working
over and sample some time, but ber fourth all the unmarried men
week . . . we'd like to know who
on the Sandspur this year on ine fan club."
only on request.
really run-after, and this is
on the other end of the line
John Myers reports his fiance
'Don't be over-awed by our titles, our books, our authority
The after-rush-let-down-is upon not leap year! We officially nomin- Thursday evening, October 18,
getting
very
explicit
directions
of
is flying down to Rollins to visit
over you. This new world is not all in the books or in our
us, and with no more printable ate Louie Bills as lil' Abner, and at 7:30 in the Sandspur Office.
heads. Tell us when you think we over-reach ourselves and where to go and what road to take news, we ask to be permitted to
Any other students who are in- him next weekend from Michigan
hope that not too many of the eligiand another telephone slip
our knowledge. All of us do at times." Dr. Robert S. Lynd,
seek our cot somewhere in hopes ble men will stay in hiding on that terested in trying out for posi- State.
overheard just the otha eve
Columbia University, tell students that they must stand tothat Morpheus will not think us too fateful day when Rollins-ites, alias tions on the staff are also asked
a femme (name withheld) was
gether with the faculty to work 'to build for the time after
Says the Office Sage
much strangers . . . so don't throw the Dogpatch co-eds, will be out to meet at this time with the edtelling somebody the easiest way to sand unless it's Tar Dust!
this war a better world."
Many an incumbent is income
itor.
to get their men!
bent.
tort Frice: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a term (12weeks), $2.50
for two teriTs, or S3.00 for the ful! college year.

The End of Rushing^ by C. G.

Wide-Eyed Freshmen Emerge From Captivity
To Astound Campus With Serious Thoughts

Rushing —Is It An Evil? by D.M.W.
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Intramural Touch
Football Swings
Into Action Again

FOOTBALL
Personalities
JOE JUSTICE
Now that the smoke of rushing,
hazing and other school affairs are
clearing away, most of us are getting a chance to see and know
who's who and why on the campus.
No story of Rollins athletics can
be completed without the mention
of Joe Justice one of the greatest
athletes to ever romp the playing
fields for the Blue and Gold. Few
men can leave an "impression" on
people in a short time. Among
those fortunate few is Joe Justice.
When Joe blocks a rival on the
gridiron, or slams one out in baseball, or leads as only Joe can, the
word "impression" becomes indelibly stamped on more than his opponents memories. Joe, however,
upsets the old adage of "all brawn,
no brains". His gray matter is as
highly developed as his stomach
muscles.

Better Competition Is Seen
i For This Year As Many of
Former Stars Have Left
' When the whistle blew for the
'opening kickoff in the Sandspur
Bowl yesterday it inaugurated an•jther hotly contested touch football
reason. The most popular of all
intramural sports is sure to be (
Inore so this year as the teams
as far as can be seen, more evenly
matched than they have been for
the last few years.
' The Phi Delts have walked away
With the honors for two consecutive
^ears now. Two years ago they
Were undefeated and unscored upon
^nd last year the "X" Club
fihe first team to run a S'
Igainst them in two years. The
rheta Kappa Nus were the only
»)ther fraternity to score against
;hem. However, this year it looks
is though the tide might change,
rhey have lost some mighty strong
Inaterial, Dante Cetrulo, Pinky
Durvin, George Clark, Jack Makftmson, and Bob Davis, "Trusty
foe" Davis, who is now playing
rarsity ball. Morry Casparis, havJig been sick this summer, is unible to help the team with fleet running across the goal. The Phi Delt
ane will be backed by the mighty
Uoover and the backfield will probably hold positions for Hausman
md Wendy Davis, "Will-o-theiVisp" whose running is always a
sensation.
1 The Lambda Chi Alpha's are for)unate this season in only losing
[WO unimportant men. Neither
!>aul Welch nor Chip Chisholm saw
nuch action last season. The
uambda Chi Alpha are a threatming team composed of such vetiran men as Carrow Tolson, Fred
iasten, Dudley Darling, Dick Kely, Donald Cram, Bud Albert, their
ightning flash, and David CrawlOrd.
• The Sigma Nus, we think, are
lar weaker this year. They lost
, dynamite mn in their backfield
/hen Joe Rembock left college the
ther day. Their two potent ends
,f last season, Bob Haggerty and
Sruno Fedrizzi, are no longer in
lOllege. One of the fastest men to
ilay touch during the past few
ears was lost by Sigma Nu when
Jyron Savage graduated last
Jpring. Their team this season
rill have a nucleus of Ben Cooke,
lilbert Hagnauer, Don Miller, pass
atcher supreme, fleet Jimmy
Coates and Bob Ward.
Kappa Alphas still have their
trongest men in the house. Howver, through graduation they lost
wo backfield men in Don Bradley
nd Dick Camp. The one man
rawn from the line was Joe Han,a. The returning men are Waren Siddall, who is another ball
nagger and a fleetwing, Louis
tills, Major Harmon, Don Riddle,
rving and Nat Felder.

AUTOMOBILE FOR SALE
Ford 1937 Tudor, Trunk; A-1
condition. Telephone 8580 or
7545 Orlando. Owner must sell.

SANDSPUR

JOE JUSTICE
The X Club will have back the
same old men with the exception
of Bill Scheu, a fine end, and Ollie
Wittmer, spunky back. Jack Myers, Dan Speyer, Dick Rodda, Wally MacBriar, Jack Harris and Wilson Waldo Whitehead make up a
team of veterans which should be
powerful if the passes of Myers
and Speyers improve as much as
they have in the past few weeks of
practice. Ted Pitman, deceptive
broken field runner who was incapacitated last year, will ;be back
again this year.
The Sigma Phi Omegas at present are not plannig to put a team
the field, but one never knows
what pledge day may bring them,
id that is what they are banking
The Independents at present
have unknown numbers and their
potentiality will not be realized till
shortly after pledging.
The new pledges of the different
houses, who of course cannot he
included in this write up will
change the outlook considerably as
e are always a few outstanding
players who crop up each year in
the first year men.

AMERICAN
Launderers

Drycleaners

•
CAMPUS AGENTS

Football Team Meets
Miami Friday Night
(Continued from page 1)
Sammy Hardman's shoes are big
ones to fill, but Friday night Merlin Mitchell may have a chance to
prove whether he wili be a tentative successor to Slippery Sam.
Mitchell showed up well in the comparatively easy game against South
Georgia State.
The team will travel to Miami by
bus. All 25 members are to make
the trip, whether they are in condition to play or not. The Tars
will room at the Miami Colonial
Hotel.
Starting Lineup:
LE—Lingerfelt
LT—Clanton
LG—Swann
C—Bouton
RG—Ogilvie
RT—Phillips
R E—Daugherty
QB—Justice
Backs — Johnson, captain; Middlebrook; Brankert.
Ahem!
"Are geniuses good husbands?"
"Better ask my wife."

Joe has been at Rollins some
time now and has been just as consistent here as he was in high
school. With his fine sense of fair
play, sportsmanship, and natural
leading ability, he has helped to
keep Rollins in the limelight.
There isn't very much I can tell

By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.
Your correspondent had the
pleasure of witnessing the MiamiTampa contest last weekend. It
was an impressive battle with both
teams showing some excellent play.
The Hurricanes, although they
came out on top, played below their
usual caliber. It seems nobody has
taken pains to point out the fact
that Miami has a hidden jewel in
the fleetfooted Steiner. The hard
driving tailback merely steps off
the yards to pay dirt as easily as
though he were going for a Sunday stroll. By the way this Noppenberg is no wooden Indian either. He struck the line with rapierlike thrusts that would make the
champion fencer of France look
like a Clewiston cane-cutter. The
The boys from Miami still prefer
the run over you method of gaining yardage. On certain off tackle
smashes the cloud of Miamites resemble a bushel of oranges rolling
out of a basket. There is no doubt
that next Friday night when we
pay our littlie visit to Hurricane
country, we will find a warm reception.
greatly pleased

I for

you about Joe here at school that
you do not already know.
I
give you a few of bis ideals and
plans though after he graduates.
Joe would like to play professional
baseball, a sport that he is very
adept at, or teach and coach in a
school. I believe Joe would be successful in any field he went into,
but- the two he named have the
greatest possibilities.
In short if you want to watch
stellar hip-slinging and clever field
generalship as well as bone crushing tackles keep, your eyes on number 23 Friday nite at Miami, for
Joe is sure to put a cramp in the
tyle of the hurrying Hurricanes.

35c pair

Rollins Press Store
STATIONERY
Waterman Fountain Pens
Wahl "Eversharp" Pencils
and Fountain Pens

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service

RAY

GREENE

All Makes Used Typewriters

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Te;. 400
100 Park Avi

45th

ANDY'S GARAGE

MUSIC BOX

Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

Music — Records
Portables Decca Recorder

ANNIVERSARY
SALE./

"ETerything in Music"
LATEST IN

Plione 151

K Park Ave.

Textbooks are a means to an
end. But one does have to end,
with a textbook

BUICK OFFERS

. . for the trip to Miami we
suggest a

Cotton Gabardine
Topster at $11.50

F

OR that corollary r e a d i n g
consult our lending library.
THE NEWEST IN
FICTION AND
NON-FICTION

A lightweight, showerproofed Topcoat, skillfully
styled with plenty of dash.
Single or double-breasted,
raglan shoulders, cut-thru
pockets and an inside zipper breast pocket. Colors,
putty and London tan.
A great all-weather companion for football games,
rumble seats, and general
knock-about wear.
Also a fine line of sweaters, leather jackets, slipovers and sportswear.

R.C. BAKER

THE BOOKERY

Thursday, Oct. 19
Thru Sat. Nov. 4
Big things are happening in Orlando this year — and one of the
most interesting to all Central
Florida shoppers is this celebration of our 46th birthday which
brings hundreds of amazing
values in quality merchandise.
Truly, now is the time to buy!

1939 41c convertible sedan, light blue finish, less
than 11,000 miles. Radio. White
(PI OOr
side wall tires. Special Tues
^lOCO
1937 Pontiac convertible coupe, cream finish. Radio.
White side tires
<]!f»Qfk
Special
fPOifO
1936 Buick 80c Commander sedan. Royal Master
white side tires, Radio.
CfiQF»
Light green finish. Special
tPU»/J

60 OTHERS

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

ORANGE BUICK CO.
333 N. Orange

Phone 5410

BEEN TO THE BEACH? — YOUR CAR SHOULD BE
WASHED, POLISHED, SIMONIZED
GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Pari

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SE4LTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise WeU Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Orlando, Florida
Phone 5861

THEATRE
Week Beginning Oct. 19tli

with the trip to Tampa. In my experience here at Rollins I have
never seen the team so anxious for
victory. I can't think of anything
that could have done the team so
much good as seeing that game. It
dispersed the idea that the Miami
rogation was of super power;
they fumbled, missed tackles and
dropped punts just as any other
team might. Perhaps the most inpiring event of the night was the
fact that the Spartans' linemen
topped the feared orange attack
at several crucial moments. The
Tampa boys also took the wind out
of the Hurricanes in a most un-ecsiastical manner by scoring a
touchdown against what was
thought to be a practically impregnable defense. The footballers are
the finest frame of mind and
certainly are anxious to Rollinize
the Orange wave when the opportunity rolls around next Friday
ght.

Tliursda^ and Friday
"Maisie's" back, and this time
its with Franchot Tone. Get
ready for the fun and see
uproarious sequel to Fast and
Loose.
"FAST and FURIOUS"
Franchot Tone
Ann Sothem
Added! Dave Appolon's Band
Saturday, Sunday and Monday
All in Beautiful Technicolor . . .
You'll remember them in Alexander's Band . . .
ALICE FAYE
DON AMECHE in
"Hollywood Cavalcade"
Tuesday and Wednesday
Tricks with Hearts . . . Meet
Pops and Moms and what
couple!
LORETTA YOUNG
DAVID NIVEN

TOUCH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
OCTOBER
Friday 20th, 4 p. m
Ind.—X Club
Friday 20th, 5 p. m
_ Sigma Nu—Lambda Chi Alpha
Tuesday 24th, 4 p. m.
_
Phi Delts—Ind.
Tuesday 24th, B p. m
__
__ Kappa Alpha—X Club
Friday 27th, 4 p. m
Kappa Alpha -Ind.
Friday 27th,5 p. i
X Club—Lambda Chi Alpha
Tuesday 31st, 4 p.
Phi Delts—Sigma Nu
. Kappa Alpha—Lambda Chi Alpha
Tuesday 31st, 5 p. i
NOVEMBER
Friday 3rd, 4 p. m.
X Club—Phi Delts
Friday 3rd, 5 p. m.
..._
Sigma Nu—Ind.
Kappa Alpha—Phi Delts
Tuesday 7th, 4 p. i
X Club—Sigma Nu
Tuesday 7th, 5 p. n
Lambda Chi Alpha—Ind.
Friday 10th, 4 p. n
THESE, games will start within 10 MINUTES of scheduled
playing time. If one team does not appear by this time, or if
both fail to appear, it will be considered a forefeit. These
games will be played on THESE DATES ONLY.

Consult your local Parker representative for the most complete
line of Parker Pens and Pencils in
Central Florida.

GROVER MORGAN
Colonial Store

Davis Office Supply
19 E. Pine S t , Orlanda
Phone 4822

BABY GRAND

Rollins Co-ed's
Wear Rollins Blue and Gold
raiss-match sox to the "MIAMF' Game this week end.
Heavy rib.

Ask Dad, He Knows
"Dad, what do they mean when
they talk about the ups and downs
of life?"
"The giving ups and the paying
downs, son."

Joe Justice
Sam Hardman
Campus Bookshop

Let me take you back a few
years to Joe's high school days in
Asheville, N. Carolina. In his first
two years of high school he was
outstanding in baseball and basketball. I guess it was not long until the football coach got a look
at those sturdy legs and shifty
hips and decided he didn't have to
pray any more. He was the captain
and quarterback of his high school
team in his last two years, and was
picked on several All-State teams
for his fine show of effort and ability. For four years he was the
mainstay and captain of the basketball team, and led his team in
scoring and all around play. Wait
a minute were not out of high
school yet. I stated that Joe mixes
brains and brawn very evenly, well
hold your hats here we go again.
Joe not only was president of his
senior graduating class, and was
given the Asheville Rotary Clubs
highest award for citizenship, but
he was also selected as being the
best looking boy in his senior
class.

ALONG THE SIDELINES

Phone 40

Gilbert-Sullivan
TODAY! KENNYBAKER^.^
The Mikado"
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY'

ROLLINS
Dr. Hutchings Holds Mysterious Figure Perpetrates Dastardly
Open Astronomy Class
Faculty, Students Invited to
View Constellations
Students, Faculty and Staff of
Rollins College are cordially invited to look through the telescope
from 7:30 to 9:30 P. M., Friday
evening, October 20th. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon will all
be excellently placed for observa
tion that evening. Dr. Phyllis
Hutchings, assisted by Dr. William
Hutchings, will show these
jects through the telescope, point
out constellations and bright stars.
and answer questions. In the past
the opportunity to use the telescope
has proved very popular. The Drs.
Hutchings hope that it will again.
This is just the first of many open
houses for this academic year; but
probably never again will there be
so many objects of interest to be
seen simultaneously.

SANDSPUR

COMMENTS on
NEWS

Deed of Upsetting Sacred, But Silent, Foxl Today's

Late one moonless night last
week, a tall dark figure slinked
furtively through the shadows be
hind Chase Hall. He moved jerkily, stopping every few steps to look
about him. After looking in all di
rections he would squat close to the
ground and carefully lay down h:
two heavy armfuls. One armful was
a block and tackle, the other
large sledge hammer.

of the walk: the night watchman.
Behind Lyman the mysterious
one replaced his armament. Hei
scooped up his chains and sledge,^
and bending low scurried to thi
walk. There beside the serenely
wise haunched Fox he again spread
his tools. Breathing rapidly he
slowly straightened and began
waving his arms at his sid
if
glad to be rid of the strain,

Daladier and Chamberla reject
Hitler's peace terms, Russia threat
ens Finland, Russia signs tradt
i t h Germany and
agreements
England.
Premier Daladier, on last Tuesday, and Prime Minister Chamberlain on Thursday, both rejected in
very emphatic terms Hitler's peace
proposals. They both based their
answers, not so much on the actual
terms, bad as they ai'e, but rather
on the well-founded idea that Hitler can not be trusted to live up to
his promises, as we have seen only
too often in the past few years.
France and England are determined to fight, so it is now up to
Hitler to decide the next move.
What that will be is not known and
is difficult to guess. He has threatened to unleash a tremendous
bombing attack on England, but so
far he has not done so. Instead,
he has been stalling for time, offering his terms of peace. I still
maintain that he is trying to bluff
his way out of a very dangerous
position, that of being in great danger of losing the war should it
continue.
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Rollins Faculty

is

Honored

Today, as is its annual custom,
the Winter Park Chamber of Commerce celebrated Rollins Day, and
in accordance, invitations to attend the meeting were extended to
many members of the Rollins faculty. President Holt, Dean Anderson, Dean Enyart, Dean Balazs,
Dean Nance, and all of the new
faculty members were the guests
of honor. During the course of the
meeting. President Holt spoke and
also introduced to the Chamber of
Commerce members the professors
who this year are members of the
Rollins Family for the first time.

Intramural Swimming
Meet Is October 31
Varsity to Be Picked From
Leaders in Each Event

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

You'd better get your ear plugs
into business order, for this year
the fraternity intra-mural swim
comes October 31st. That's
Tuesday afternoon a t 4 o'clock,
and this year the rules committee
have vowed that things will be rui
according to Hovie, both in the in
terest of sportsmanship and expe
diency. So just glance over these
few rules to remember before you
toe the starting line:

The Co-eds are swinging into
rare form about now. With rushing and stuff over, and people remembering to meet their phiz. ed.
classes again, the prospect of much
good sport among Rollins galg
shines forth.
All you wearers of the letter will
be called together this week to hold
After a momen't rest he set to
the first R, Club meeting and make
When nearly past the back of work. Pulling from his coat a long
rules for the intramural competiLyman, he shot his head toward thi steel pole Hke the shaft of a crowtions to be held this term. Be on
gym, and dropped suddenly. Quick bar he walked back several paces
First,
and
most
important,
you
hand
and bring your ideas.
ly laying the sledge beside him hf from the Fox and stabbed the pole
must secure a health card from the
Coach Bradley has divided the
reached his right hand to his hip into the ground. Over the top of the
College Physician, and sharing im- enthusiastic "cCni ers-out-to-crew"
pocket. He snapped out a wicked sledge he wrapped a large rag foldportance is the specific request into groups of Gamma Phi's, Pi
looking Special Deluxe Target No. ed to form a silencing pad.
Annual Football
Banquet. that all participants must have Phi's, Freshmen and Independents.
He began driving the shaft into
18763 Daisy. He pointed it toward
(Guest Speaker — Dr. Holt, El their names in 24 hours before the As such they will row in the intrathe man softly plodding up the the ground. When only about two
Comodoro Hotel, corner S. VV. j meet comes off. And the powers murals.
walk from Rec Hall. The man, look- feet showed he bent over and tried
1st St. and 2nd Ave., 6:00 p. m., I that be mean positively.
The appearance of several ready,
ing straight ahead, reached the top to move it back and forth. It did
Friday, October 20. Get tickets
The six events, wisely chosen for willing and able new studes backnot yield.
—(S.'ic per) at Alumni Office.
I
the
variety
they
offer
to
all
coning
up our already recognized talPicking up the block and tackle,
We will deliver.
I testants, consist of the following: ent, made this week's basketball
he looped the large pulley end
The telescope is reached by folAfter the banquet follow the I 50 yard dash; 100 yard free style;
practices full of good hard play.
around
the
Fox,
and
hooked
the
lowing the lights on the path which
crowd to the Orange Bowl •— I diving (10 foot board); 50 yard
Fight fiercely freshmen!
There will be a meeting of the other end around the steel shaft.
Special reserved Rollins section! backstroke; 100 yard breaststroke;
leaves the Holt Avenue sidewalk at
Adding zest to our already wellChapel Committees on Wednes- He started to tighten the chains.
Kickoff — 8:30 p. m.
the shore of Lake Virginia.
220
yard
free
style;
relay
(4
men,
balanced
and varied program comes
They
squeaked.
He
ran
both
hands
day evening, October 18, at 7:30
Those who enjoy watching for
110 yards each). To keep your par- RIFLERY! If you'd like a finger
in the Frances Chapel. The pur- through his hair then wiped them
meteors should be on the lookout
ticular fraternity in the running, in this pie, see P a t Laursen, our
pose of this meeting is to discuss on the chains. There was no
provide for any larger shipments you must enter at least one man in National Skeet Shooting Champ
this week as the meteor showers
squeaking now.
plans for the coming yestr.
Meanwhile Russia is continuing
of tin, rubber and lumber than beknown as the Orionids will be at
A f'-w 11. m-"i5' ">' tUvgi-fi mid with her attempts to dominate fore the war. The latter treaty is each event, with the exception of and campus consultant, at once! It
The Chapel Committees indiving. On the other hand, you can't all sounds like big fun!
their best between the 18th and
1
Eastern Europe, by making declude: the Conference Commit- the *' > f was removed
20th. Although the greatest num- tee, the International Relations base. The remover stood back and mands of Finland, but unlike the somewhat of a blow to Germany as enter more than two men in any
School has now REALLY start- \
•ber is seen after midnight, there Committee, the Interracial Com- surveyed his work. Now if we had- Baltic States, this small democratic it shows that Russia still plans to single event. You're allowed only ed! Marge Webber's gift to the
remain neutral and will continue to one relay team.
should be many earlier.
state is resisting and threatens to
in-between-class socializers is here!
mittee, the Program Committee, n't overheard the perpetrator'
provide the Allies with needed maBut, above all, don't let these Yes, Moo Moo Club begins this
the Publicity Committee, the So- tory soliloquy, we might never use force if necessary to prevent terials.
guessed his identity. Of Russia from taking control of her,
simple regulations spoil the fun. week! Moo Moo time is the sweet j
cial Service Committee, and the
In
the
United
States,
it
appears
Remember, this year there is more time between first and second periUsher Committee. All students course we're not sure now, but is This is the first stumbling block in
as though the repeal of the embarmore than one person who Stalin's path and has the support
to this racing crucible than Cham- od classes in the morning and in
interested in working on any of
go law is but a matter of days,
pionship points. Rollins will pick the afternoon too, when Moo Mo(
these Chapel Committees are refers to "me brudder Manny" ? of the other Scandinavian countries
which will be none too soon for the
than one person who would and the United States. How far
her varsity from the leaders in members, and breakfastless sneak
QUALITY FOODS
cordially invited to attend the
good of the American nation and
Nuttin can hoit me now. Dey- StaUn is willing to go is a questii
each event. For this year, Rollins ers-in, enjoy fruit juices or mill
meeting.
Phone 520
Park Ave.
people. The Tobey motion, which
'er guess I'm de dastard who but it is considered unlikely that
is again building a varsity swim- and crackers with crisp, campus
he will actually fight to gain con- would have split the Neutrality bill ming team, after a lapse of
conversation on Beanery porch.
done it' . . .
into
two
parts,
unfavorably
for
trol of Finland, and so, if Finland
About one hundred boys and girls
winters.
does resist, it might be that Russia the repealists of the present law,
join
Moo Moo each year, weighii
Last spring, the meet produced a
will give up her ideas of domina- was overwhelmingly defeated, 65- surprise crop of new records. To from five to fifteen pounds le
26.
tion of Scandinavia.
quickly run over them, Kenneth than they should. Most of them
;ere in Winter Park, Dr. and Scudder broke Lou Wallace's (K. gain appreciably and many a
(Continued from page 1)
Russia is also in the news be;. Rhea Smith will have com- A., graduated '38) old record in the pound or two over-weight by the
cause of the two trade agreements
Smith Dayton O.; Shirley Bassett, ;she
L " \has
V s \signed
; g n e r t this
h i 7 wweek,
e \ k r oone
nTw
a
h
P'^^ed
their two week test of a 220 yard free style. Wallace's old end of the year. This is a noble
with
Cleveland, O.; Jackie
Miller, each
^^^^ ^^
belligerents. AlAl- y P ' - l German war diet, by the record was 3:07:1 and Scudder record. Miss Webber's Moo Moo
of ^^l
the major belligerents.
18 W. CENTRAL
Greensboro N C^; Jeanne Domi- ^though the agreement with Ger"7^,
'^''.
^^^^^ ^^'^ *« P^'^^^' clipped it to 2:54:1. Fred Kasten Club should be congratulated!
Germck, Newburgh, N Y.; Carl I ^ n - many may be
^^ l^
of some help, it still While it is not too accurate a test (Lambda Chi Alpha) broke Jack is certainly one of the most beloved
caster, Manhassett, Long Island; ^^.^^
?' much ,t does show m mmiature the ter- Makemson's (Phi Delt, graduated organizations on the campus!
will not give the Reich her
Formals for rush parties, banquets
Mananne Wilson Orlando; ana ^^^^^^
J
Eng- " ^ ' ^ ^""^^^^^^ " " d ^ ->^-h the '39) old record in the 50 yard
ded oil.
The treaty with Engand pledging
Marjorie Branch, Orlando.
^ Germans are living and may have backstroke, bringing it down from
d does not, as far ^as is known.
Elbert F. Orwin, of Rensselaer
Phi Mu: Gladys Evoy, Philadel- ' ^ " " ""^" " ^ ' ' ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^" ^^'^^^' to live for some time to come. At Mako's time of 31:4 to 31:1. Makphia. Pa.; Virginia Lagerman, PhilKappa Alpha Theta: Nancy Os- least, the Smiths knew that at the emson was swimming for the Inde- Polytechnic Institute has invented
adelphia, Pa.; Faith Illava, Green-' borne, Lima, N. Y.; Pat Guillow, I end of the two weeks they could pendents at the time his record was a new device to aid airplane safety.
wich, Conn.; Alice Bane Shearouse, I Gardner, Mass.; Peggy McClain; return to good wholesome Araeri- established. Jack, you remember, It determines the "up and down"
Orlando; and Virginia Staples, | and Constance Child, Washington, can meals, but the Germans have made a living at one time by diving winds high in the skies.
D. C.
no such prospects even if the war 87 feet from a steel tower into 6
Winter Park.
Gamma Phi Beta: Jane Balch, | Chi Omega: Shirley Bowstead, i should end soon.
feet of water. The 100 yard breast- Makemson still has to be bettered.
stroke record is still held hy the K. Swimming for the Independents at
Harris, Winter Park; I Pinecastle; Josephine Caruso, Or-1
MacArthur (graduated '38) his time, Mako made the distance
Betty Lamb, Yonkers, N. Y.; Jo- lando; Ruth Eaton, Jacksonville;
The University of Maine has
anne Oak, Boston, Mass.; and Ro- Elsa Jensen, Racine, Wis.;
time still standing at 1:30. Also the 1:4:3. In the 440 relay, that final
ew wind tunnel that develops
100 yard free style record set by grind, the K. A.'s still hold it \
ta Schlegel, Scarsdale, N. Y. [Blanche Johnson, New York City, i 10-mile a hour gale.
a time of 5:33:1.

NOTICE

NOTICE

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP

Fraternities a n d
Sororities Pledge 78

Pressing While You
Wait
Dressing Rooms For Ladies
and Gentlemen

( iesterfield's

CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS

Winter Park Branch

RIGHT COMBINATION

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
brings out the best features of each

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E, Park Ave.

Phone 418

WMm

BUTTON!
"rat"

UP THE FRONT! DOWN THE BACK!
"SLOPPY"
'

^ ^

t^)

PERC
WESTMORB

CARDIGANS

/V^/ $3.98

ANN
SHERIDAN

f„ Vfaner Bros , sai^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ,„
br,ni »<" <l" » ; ; ' ; ^ . ^ jto„oro«s
Here you ^''<^ «""
^^
ANN S H I M ) A N
t -c rurrenth starring in

A l l the fine American and
Turkish tobaccos in Chesterfield's
famous blend a r e known for some
particular smoking q u a l i t y . . .
and the way Chesterfield combines these fine tobaccos is why you
get a milder, better-tasting smoke
with a more pleasing aroma.
That is why, when you fry them
we believe you II say...

/?--

Bfforocr llros I"''""

Hy rrain. Bus, Car or "Thumb" . . . no matter hci»
you re going to Miami tiiis weel(-end . . . be sure to
include one o( these soft wool Cardigans in your wardrobe. There's no "wrong-way" about these Cardigans
because they button up or down . . . baclt or front
Come in today and choose from our collection ot new'
Fall colors.
SECOND FLOOR

Dickson-Ives

for unir pleasure.

o/fw/ziafion
ol llie v\oriels best
c'ii<aifttc tobaccos

The Woman's Store
Cupiijgtc 1939. Uccrrr 6^ Mvas TOBACCO CO,

